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>>Mike Franchini:  Chris Wallin from Schenectady, Andrew Kreshik from Troy, Peter Comenza from 
Rotterdam, Steve Strichman from Troy, John Gavel Clifton Park, Donald Csaposs Guilderland, Jamie 
O’Neill Malta, Elizabeth Kormos from Ballston Spa, Steve Feeney from Schenectady County, Bill 
Anslow Albany County, Todd Fabozzi from CDRPC, Ross Farrell CDTA, Robert Rice from DOT and 
Steve Iachetta from the airport. Um also Fred Mastriani um Teresa LaSalle, Brett Irving, Joshua 
Wiley, Andrew Tracy, Jen Ceponis, Chris Bauer, myself, Jordan Solano Reid, Joe Cimino, Anthony, 
Chris, Kate uh Stephanie Long, Melissa Shanley, Jacob Beeman and Mike Burns did I miss anybody? 
 
>>Mike Valentine: Mike Valentine  
 
>>Mike Franchini: Oh Mike very good 
 
>>Adam Yagelski: And Adam Yagelski too, Mike I joined a little late 
 
>>Mike Franchini:  All right thank you Adam all right Steve we have a quorum the meeting is yours 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: oh thank you Michael and uh congratulations on your long legacy of expert service to 
the region. Um we hope you stick around for one more, this is scheduled to be your last so we send you 
all best wishes for the next chapter. Uh the past decade has been yours we stand on the shoulders of 
giants and I think you are one of our greatest leaders in the area Michael so thank you very much. That's 
a just a brief introduction of gratitude for your excellent service on ongoing and best wishes for the next 
chapter from the A-team and from all members of the planning committee I’m sure we all are united as 
a consensus with best wishes for uh going forward and as I said in the in my remarks earlier it's a little 
bit of sadness but I’m grateful and we wish you the best in your next chapter. 
 
So that's a quick introduction Steve Iachetta pleasure to serve as your chairman item two is visitors 
issues opportunity of the floor is anyone wishing to address this July 7th meeting of the capital district 
transportation planning committee please speak up if you wish to address the board at this time doing 
my best with zoom I got a strange screen up on my screen I don't see anything let's see um all right 
there we go i got it back uh proceeding with the administrative item three of our agenda the prior 
meeting minutes May 5th were distributed in advance uh both paper and electronic and excellent staff 
service um we would like to entertain a motion to adopt the prior meeting minutes of May 5th at this 
time could I have a motion please uh speak up raise your hand on you of course thank you I received 
Michael valentine any um revisions of note or we can adopt as printed in the agenda  
 
>>Mike Valentine: One item Steve 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you Michael 
 
>>Mike Valentine:  Uh on page five under the uh technical assistance program the first sentence says 
that sandy noted that CDTC funded eight projects should that be inclusive of CDRPC 
 



>>Steve Iachetta: Joint um the tap as you know is a joint CDTC an CDRPC so that that is correct that it is 
a joint uh joint effort Michael do you agree 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Absolutely 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Yep thank you Michael  
 
>>Mike Valentine: Thank you  
 
>>Steve Iachetta: All right any other uh clarifications to ensure full credit or credit is always due I 
appreciate your excellent oversight as always and perfection is our goal any other revisions before we 
adopt the minutes 
 
>>Mike Valentine: want a comma only kidding  
 
>>Steve Iachetta: thank you Michael is here you are ahead of us on the perfection score I have to say 
thank you so much for your excellent oversight and review so motion to adopt Michael valentine  
 
>>Mike Valentine: Yeah so moved 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you so much and second bye speak up I do not see anyone  
 
>>Bob Rice: Second Steve 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you Bob excellent team we are going favor please say aye raise your hand 
accolades okay aye  
 
AYE 
 
>>Steve Iachetta:  any abstaining or opposed going once going twice our first action is completed 
hearing none uh we have consensus on the adoption of our minutes moving forward our tradition is to 
have an expert presentation and today's show is CDTA's redline bus rapid transit upgrades and I think 
Ross is ready for us Ross 
 
>>Ross Farrell: Uh thanks Steve and uh also you know Mike you will you will be missed as we've already 
said uh this is kind of sad to say it's your last your last meeting um but you know you'll enjoy that you 
won't be getting presentations from me uh ten minutes before they're given they're being given so you 
don't have to deal with that anymore but here we go uh I am going to share 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Jen can you make uh Ross co-host or host 
 
>>Jen Ceponis: I passed host back to you so oh, all right 
 
>>Mike Franchini: You are getting it Ross as soon as I find you on my screen okay Ross you should be 
able to share all right and we see your presentation 
 
>>Ross Farrell:  excellent all right well um CDTA uh is in the region is entering uh sort of the new phase 
of uh of bus rapid transit we've obviously had the up the red line up and running uh for actually 10 years 



now so uh in April we hit its 10-year anniversary uh the blue line's been up in uh since November and 
the purple line is currently uh under construction so the planning and design is now focused on uh 
expanding that BRT system uh and enhancing it that's part of what the bus lane study which we've 
talked about previous presentations. 
 
uh we'll cover um uh but also looking back at what exists uh today and making improvements and that's 
what I’m going to uh talk about today specifically with the with the red line upgrade and so because the 
fact that the line has had it's been 10 years old you have to remember that the planning of that begins 
years and years before that the design years before that as well um so the amount of uh improvements 
amenities uh things we could have to offer for BRT uh weren't included initially uh 10 years ago and we 
want to make that happen now uh the first is the fact that we have uh in the last uh a few years 
expanded our fleet of articulated buses but they have not been focused on  
 
uh the red line uh we have about 11 buses only one of which as you can see in the uh picture above is 
dedicated to the red line redline is our uh most popular line in the system it uh it has before and after 
the pandemic and during the pandemic had the highest ridership um was the most resilient uh so it was 
the route that had the least amount of reduction uh in service uh and before the pandemic and 
enduring it because of social distancing had the most had the most issues with capacity there's just too 
many people on the bus before and during and even today we've increased our frequency when it first 
started out the buses were running every 15 minutes now the red line is running every eight minutes 
which is unheard of for a um a mid-sized region as our as ourselves but um the you know the BRT really 
shows how much BRT uh is on the corridors with the most ridership so the first is to upgrade the fleet 
incrementally to uh purchase more uh 60-foot articulated buses those again are those accordion buses 
that that provide the additional space. 
 
Um then there's the station upgrades uh we when the design of these uh stations were happening that 
was back in uh really 2008-2009 um the amount that the region wanted to have improvements to 
pedestrian infrastructure traffic calming road diets that type of thing was not uh part of the regional you 
know lexicon at that point and so the amount of improvements that CDTA made although there were a 
number of them at each one of these stations weren't at the level that we could provide uh today um so 
that's part of the project is looking at each one of the stations and saying okay what is the what are 
additional amenities infrastructure that can be put into place for both pedestrians and transit that's 
going to change by each I’ll show a map in a second that's going to change by each location and 
obviously discussions with that roadway owner itself uh which is basically provided between the city of 
Albany uh d.o.t and then the city is connected our initial focus of the project will be on city of 
Schenectady uh that's because the fact that we've had a lot of conversations with Chris Wallen. Brent 
Irving has started to put together he's our senior planner has been working with me and Chris to start to 
sketch out possible improvements that could be made at each one of the stations in the city of 
Schenectady 
 
 So that's going to be our initial focus as you'll see in the facing of the project and how this would be 
funding is through the BRT set-aside rg 131 the buses themselves are STP FLEX eligible while the stations 
are all on the national highway system and those components are NHPP eligible our hope is um by the 
time we do both phases of this project um that all of the BRT set aside money that we have um some 
money is going to be going back into the BRT set-aside money but whatever amount of money there is 
for the BRT set-aside uh will be drawn down by uh the end of the year or spring of next year and so what 
are the benefits for the red line uh first is just to bring the stations up to the level that exist for the blue 
line uh and ear plan for the purple line uh so bringing it from uh a line that was great for the 2010s but 



now we're in the 2020s and at some point soon uh in into the 2030s um and just bringing it up to that 
level that we can.  
 
Um it's also incorporating a lot of the new passenger amenities that are available at our stations um that 
have been put into place over the last few years especially by our facilities department whether that be 
heated sidewalks uh shelters that have heating um plug-ins for uh phones uh even the facilities 
department is going to put in a green roof shelter in troy um all of those new amenities that we have 
that make it more comfortable aesthetically pleasing however you want to put it to wait for bus 
incorporating those into the to the red line 
 
and then integrating and this is one of the most important is integrating the new mobility services that 
we have bike share car share micro transit which is flex we have scooters we're doing a scooter pilot 
now what we want to do is bring all of those amenities to uh the station areas uh which right now have 
a have a limited uh amount of space and so need more area for these new amenities um the other part 
and I touched on this earlier was when we built and designed these stations they were for a route that 
was running every 15 minutes 
um and a limited amount of local bus service now that route is running every eight minutes with even 
more local bus service as well um so the stations themselves actually don't have the amount of capacity 
we need to provide as many buses as we're providing today and to increase it in the future uh you know 
personally I’d like to see the red line at some point run every five minutes uh if that's ever if that is 
possible um if that happens you know right now the stations just do not have the space to 
accommodate that many buses 
 
uh and then lastly related to capacity is the articulate buses uh going from a 40-foot bus to a 60-foot bus 
does exactly if you're doing the math it provides 50 more room for passengers standing and sitting uh 
and we can we can get more people on the bus on the red line uh this is the red line map today which 
goes from downtown Schenectady to uh downtown Albany I’m going to just break out the different 
phases of the of the project to the groupings of the of the project 
 
 
 
 
Uh first is the and I’ll get into more detail in future slides of uh redoing the station at Gateway Plaza 
we've been working with Metroplex and the city of Schenectady to design a possible transit center at 
this vote at this at this location um just the sheer cost and time that it takes to put something like that in 
that's a possibility in the future but we want to try to build something that's a smaller scale but provides 
that uh level of improvement that we're looking for in the site so that's phase 1a. 
 
 Phase 1b is what we're just calling outer Schenectady just to describe any of the stations that are 
outside of the downtown um these are the these are the areas where we would do uh you know major 
improvements to the roadway as we've been discussing with Chris and with sandy as part of the bus 
lane study it could be possibly bus lanes in large segments of this it could be queue jumpers um a 
number of different infrastructure improvements that both improve the speed of the bus service would 
also make it safer for pedestrians to access these locations um if you go out today and I think Chris and I 
our favorite Chris Brent and i our favorite site um and i use that kind of jokingly is Woodlawn uh if you 
go out there today you'll see very little infrastructure um for the station in comparison to other locations 
and you'll actually see that one station is about two blocks away from the other station why that is due 
to a number of issues that occurred literally over a decade ago um so what we want to do is take a look 



at each one of these stations dust off plans that we've had in the past uh and make improvements to 
make these as best possible locations as we can for BRT  
 
Now the next phase is it's 2a and 2b those are focused in colony and the city of Albany outer Albany 
because it's outside of the downtown those are conversations that uh need to happen between CDTA 
and um and the town of village as well as d.o.t and then um in uh city of Albany obviously with the city 
of Albany staff um those scopes are to be defined uh they could have the same elements that we're 
proposing for Schenectady but until we have those more detailed conversations I couldn't determine 
what the scope uh is at this point so most of what we're going to come to in august is based around the 
articulated buses as well as this phase one phase uh phase one a and phase 1b. 
 
Just a little more description on that uh shown here phase 1a is the mobility hub it covers the gateway 
plaza BRT station this was part of the design for a possible transit center that we did back in 2019 we 
had one option as you can see below that didn't actually include much of vertical work uh it's mostly all 
horizontal work but what it does do is bring all of the bus services together to one point for easy 
transfers between the BRT and any local bus service and as you can see provides ample room for other 
services Adirondack Trailways is one of them but also our scooter share bike share um car share and so 
on uh so this is a mobility hub because it's bringing together all the different uh services and uh makes it 
integrated at one location when I say construction in fall 22 spring of 2023 we all know that's you know 
that's dependent on how quickly the design uh of the process occurs um so those are for now 
conceptually the dates uh when we do draw down the money which to verify that's um going to happen 
next month in august uh those details will be ironed out in the um in our proposal and the project 
partners here are both the city of uh Schenectady as well as metroplex. 
 
Now outer Schenectady is the conversations we have had recently with uh the city with Chris in 
particular uh for Stuben division 
uh Woodlawn and the uh Niskayuna station which falls between part of it falls between dot's uh area 
and the city the city line um this will have the same type of uh improvements I talked about before bus 
priority infrastructure that's a better way of just saying cue jumpers and bus lanes um as well as the 
major roadway and intersection changes to improve pedestrian infrastructure so that's phase one and 
phase one a and phase 1b phase 2a and 2b as you can see here I don't have design drawings to give 
because again these are just uh we have to have those conversations with the roadway owners um but 
as you can see here I think it sort of proves the point of uh the need for more pedestrian uh 
improvements at these at these different sites uh and uh making better connections for the for the BRT 
um I’m putting construction of fall of 2023 for both of them again that's all dependent on uh the process 
and the conversations we have with the roadway owners and how quickly design can progress 
 
station's not included you may have noticed that I didn't highlight all of the different stations and 
basically it's the ones in downtown Albany and downtown it's connected the reason for downtown 
Albany is the fact that one we've done major improvements already or the city itself has done major 
improvements uh to pedestrian infrastructure at um stations uh at both at all of these different stations 
uh both cities um so there really isn't the need for a high level of investment in new pedestrian 
infrastructure um uh in downtown Albany part of Washington Western BRT these are the stations from 
Lark library all the way down to the greyhound station which is the Albany plus terminal station all of 
those are going to get a refresh and a rebrand and all of those different improvements I talked about 
before as part of the Washington Western BRT project so that's not included in the scope and the same 
with downtown Schenectady in the sense that it's adequate infrastructure exists today there's already 
the bus priority infrastructure you can actually see it at beat or not that concrete pad is not just a 



concrete pad but it's also a cue jumper and as you can see right now from that image there's not really 
major improvements that are needed at these sites so those are not included in this scope. 
 
And then lastly on the articulated buses um of why it's it is our bread and butter uh root uh before the 
pandemic if we had you know 15 million rides I think the red line was uh 1.8 million i mean that's just 
one line of 50 bus routes it really shows that this is like the line that produces the most amount of 
ridership and we have to do everything in our power to increase the amount of articulated buses on this 
line um and again as i said this would be funded under the remainder of the BRT uh set asides STP flex 
money so then lastly because it's another we've got a number of different items today on the agenda so 
i just wanted to touch on this quickly um we are going to partner with uh CDTC to do a BRT expansion 
study uh if you think about the bus lane study that was a partnership between CDTA and CDTC where 
CDTC held the contract and is the lead this is just a reverse where CDTA is going to hold the contract and 
be the lead um it's going to look at what is the feasibility of BRT expanding BRT in new corridors.  
 
Um the goal is to create a document that allows us to take one two three four different lines and um 
submit them for small starts funding uh that is the pot of money from the federal program I think I’ve 
talked about this a lot but that is the pot of money in the federal program that um if you go through the 
bureaucratic gauntlet which needs to be a bureaucratic gauntlet because they're 
paying for a vast majority of your project but when you go through that process the light on the end of 
the tunnel is the fact that you have a project that can be funded the best thing you can do to go through 
that that gauntlet is to get in there as soon as possible 
 
Um so in the past we would spend a lot of time on the BRT conceptual design before entering into 
project development and entering into small starts we've learned from that and said okay let's just do 
whatever we need to do to please the FTA um to make sure we follow the guidelines then turn to small 
starts and then after we're in the small starts program continue the design of the project so that's the 
end goal is to get as many corridors in the small starts program as possible 
 
And this is the next figure which I will say is a just for fun and I will highlight just for fun because we have 
done no public outreach for this as of yet is this is just the planners in the CDTA having fun trying to 
figure out what would a three four five six seven line system look like um in the capital region as I will 
notice in the box is it purely conceptual the point is that the end of the BRT expansion study will tell will 
build us a uh a conceptual framework um that is could be shown here uh whether the yellow line goes 
from downtown troy to downtown Schenectady who knows I there's nothing that we can guarantee um 
but this is the overall concept that we are trying to um to build for the region and as a group you know 
because I’m guessing it's going to be at least two lines maybe three maybe four as a group get all of 
those lines entered into um the small starts program  and you can there's a precedent to this is in 
Jacksonville  
 
Um if you ever look at theirs they literally submitted four lines at the same time into the small starts uh 
program uh and I think right now we're rolling out those four lines or constructing those four lines uh so 
we want to sort of follow that and get as much as we can in the small starts program so that x number 
of years from now the region can get that federal money to build a BRT system possibly similar to what 
you're seeing today um so with that uh are there any questions. 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: hey thanks for the quick overview ross um this is very exciting other than Jacksonville 
Florida you mentioned are there any other pure cities of comparable size metros that we could take a 
harder look at in our own time just help us understand what our place in the national uh scheme is uh 



from a 10,000 foot view in the evolution of BRT yes it's comparable can you share a few other metros 
that we could look at  
 
>>Ross Farrell: yeah Indianapolis the reason I bring up Indianapolis is because they have three lines very 
similar type of city let us say um in a very different state so I will just point that out right because a lot of 
this comes from you have to have federal money 
and I’ll just say the state is a different entity than the state that we live in but the region is somewhat 
similar and what I love is the fact that there are three lines uh which i think i should know this may two 
are in operation one is under construction I forget the phasing are literally the red purple and blue line 
so that's the other part that's just funny is the fact that their colors are the same colors as ours um that 
that has been for me the one group um and Spokane Washington actually is another one um again just 
going back to mid-sized region uh where the region although the population is not obviously the size of 
a major metropolitan region um prioritizes transit uh and gives that ability for the transit authority the 
municipality or dirt wherever it is um to build these types of systems is so in off the top my head yes 
Spokane uh and uh Indianapolis 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thanks for that Ross um intermodal facilities need to be tied in a little better airport 
and train station uh i don't see a direct connection on these BRT lines do you think that's feasible or are 
they unprecedented 
 
>>Ross Farrell: What's the good part about um where the airport is not necessarily that and again not 
going to use this as anything but fun right everybody can take the time in photo shop and get out 
markers and draw different lines they want the good part about the airport well the difficult part about 
the airport to serve from transit is the fact that the and you would know this is I think we talked about 
this on your last presentation is that sort of scatter shot of origin destinations um the good part though 
is that you are smack dab in the middle of this network and our root network and so our improvements 
that have happened on the other end up on micro transit on flex our micro transit service that is in our 
view really the way to go of boosting up flex getting people to get on get on a flex bus drop them off one 
maybe just in the flex area right because the flex area is getting bigger and bigger.  
 
If it's not the connections quickly that you can get to in the FL I can tell you right now the yellow red and 
purple line are all in the existing flex area right so it may not be that we bring BRT to the airport which 
obviously we can and this is a big part of the study right don't after this delete this map from your minds 
so we might be able to bring a BRT line to the airport but if not the connections from the airport to the 
entire system will be improved and have to be approved for obvious reasons 
 
>>Steve Iachetta:  thank you very much ross other questions i do not mean to dominate it go ahead 
 
>>Ross Farrell: no worries 
 
>>Steve Iachetta:  anyone else 
 
>>Todd: Yeah this is Todd I have a couple questions ross um I mean first of all I think you know this is all 
great and it's great to see the improvements and the use of transit in the core areas um question about 
the yellow line and I know it's just a hypothetical but just the buy-in in particular i guess this would be 
colony but also Niskayuna in terms of adopting land use changes to make those more viable bus stops in 
an area that's not necessarily pedestrian oriented but could uh transition in that direction so have any of 
those conversations in any preliminary way taking place and if they're buying from the communities in 



that direction and then I have a second question um that has to do with just your thinking about 
Saratoga county and just the ways of integrating southern Saratoga county 
 
>>Ross Farrell: Yeah um so the first part again this is just a fun map whether there is even a line a yellow 
line at all uh we'll see but to your point the issue with the next set of three lines is that issue is the 
corridors today have ridership um they have generators there's no doubt about that they are just not at 
the level that ridership is on the purple line redline and blue line before and after BRT that has a lot to 
do with land use so part of the picking of where the routes go has a lot to do with what is the long-term 
land use um goals now Colonie has been and you can see it even on wolf road right is adapting where 
possible to become more transit oriented and pedestrian friendly um that is something that we would 
have to confirm will continue in the future if the yellow line is going to be viable Um and this goes for 
every other part with orange line green line wherever it goes so the land use part is really um is critical 
in our discussion and choosing of where these lines will go. 
 
Um for Schenectady uh or for Saratoga county again we're going to let the BRT expansion study is going 
to look at all um the entire region right the reason we're just not showing it on the map today is similar 
to what i was saying with Steve is there's certain types of services that better match um areas than 
others this is not saying that there won't be improvements in Saratoga county the improvements in 
Saratoga county just may not be bus rapid transit um first thing is for instance we are rolling out this flex 
service that will cover uh the exit nine area um to Mechanicville so that's just a new service again we're 
going to be piling that uh and I hope that happens by this by this fall the other part is the real desire for 
improvements in transit service may be on different corridors may not be BRT maybe a local bus service 
and a lot of it could be the Northway express um so that might not be actual BRT service but it might be 
improvements to the Northway express which is a commuter coach park and ride based service because 
that better fits in with uh the land use pattern in that area um but again it's not at all we are going to we 
are going to study it it's just as the existing land use patterns exist today bringing BRT up uh through 
Saratoga county would be would be difficult but that doesn't mean there isn't another type of service 
that would better fit hopefully that answers your question Todd 
 
>>Todd: It does thanks  
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Any other questions about 10 10 now  
 
>>Chris Wallin: Steve I was just going to point out that as ross has said we've been working together on 
this uh it was actually uh almost Coincidental our kind of a partnership with this as I’ve been talking with 
them about Gateway Plaza Stuben where we have some development and then how the city is looking 
to do some complete street work planning for state street so kind of everything just kind of came 
together uh with the ideas so uh you know the city is looking forward to working with the CDTA on some 
of their ideas that they have uh and then and on uh so we're excited about that and then consequently I 
have one question for Ross I didn't look at this Ross I’m sure you're going to say yes to this because you 
guys are high level planning but do you track I’ve never seen the yellow line which I’m intrigued by but 
do you track if somebody gets on the bus at gateway plaza and goes to troy because if you were to time 
it the yellow line because if I go to Troy I drive the yellow line that's you know we have a direct 
connection to Troy essentially on that yellow line that route seven um do you track time because I 
would think that if you had patrons going they're working in Schenectady and troy or vice versa that line 
would save I mean the ridership might be different but the time saved would be half an hour 40 minutes 
I mean it would be huge  
 



>>Ross Farrell: Yeah it well so we have an existing route of 370 that does part of part of that which is the 
yellow line today um it doesn't do exactly this um and now it doesn't you can see it doesn't go all the 
way up to RPI right this yellow line goes up to RPI so the one benefit of BRT this is what happened with 
the blue line as well is the elimination of transfers so let's say you are going from Schenectady to RPI 
right or you're a student at RPI and you're going to I don't know shopping at Latham farms um the one 
biggest thing is you don't have to transfer that's a huge a huge savings um when you take that into 
account with all the other things that are involved with BRT the transit signal priority queue Jumpers bus 
lanes the limited stop service what we are seeing for uh the blue line which combines reducing transfers 
and all these other BRT benefits together is a 40 uh travel time savings it all depends I guess sorry to 
answer your question Chris it all depends on where that origin and destination is we do know from our 
automatic passenger counters how many people are getting on and off every route at every single stop. 
 
 What we don't know is the or the combination of that origin and destination are the 25 people that 
boarded the bus at gateway plaza getting off in downtown troy we don't we don't know that um what 
we do is a heavy amount of survey that's the only way to get that information uh wamata um for dc if 
you've ever been on their metro system you actually pay when you enter and you have proof when you 
leave so they can track that where do you get on where you get off we don't have that so we have to go 
out with a team of interns travel trainers sometimes consultants uh all hands on boards with staff to just 
literally get on every bus and survey passengers and so that's how that's part of this process is we'll 
know the origin destinations of our major generators and then that will dictate to us where we want to 
make um uh the BRT expansion in the future 
 
>>Steve Strichman: Now and this is Steve Strichman I’ll just say as a I used to be a frequent rider of the 
370 from union college to downtown troy and it certainly would make a great a great difference to have 
the BRT there I’m sure the ridership would soar on that route because it does take so long I just wanted 
to throw out there when you're looking at that and I know it's not your focus area but when route 7 was 
rebuilt what 20 years ago what a tragic waste that they didn't put a dedicated bike route along there as 
well there's certainly enough room for it and I think that's something that should be looked at too at the 
same time whether it's you or somebody else but those should be paired 
 
>>Ross Farrell: definitely  
 
>>Chris Wallin: And Steve likes to send me uh his uh shots every time he is on the 370 so I know he is a 
loyal rider of uh of the route 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Very good presentation Ross I think we covered it well and this is all timely and 
appropriate background for our agenda item 5 action items coming up but first we've got to deal with 
fiscal constraint which is our running story agenda item number four and Michael will lead us on this 
with the TIP summary table four was in our advanced agenda you ready Michael on the fiscal constraint 
discussion 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Yes so I’m showing my screen I hope everybody can see this uh this should be quick 
and easy the good news is we are maintaining our fiscal constraint uh despite I mean we always have 
small adjustments to the tip so um despite any amendments that the planning committee has seen or 
any other small adjustments we're maintaining our goal of less than five percent whether over under on 
the on the tip table form so good news fiscal constraint is being maintained any questions 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Any recent communication since our last meeting with the federal highway folks 



 
>>Mike Franchini: No, I think they are satisfied I know they are satisfied with you know with these 
results so um you probably will not hear that much from them unless there is a problem 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: No news is good news thank you  
 
>>Mike Franchini: You got it 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Any questions or you can move forward to our action items under uh item five tip 
amendments no questions on fiscal constraint okay marching forward uh 5a is the t136 bus rapid transit 
expansion study well covered well by ross this is not policy board and our review is important um there's 
an edition of a project from a regional place holder set aside that's the rg 131 ross mentioned cost 
increase point 350 000 um an comes from the rg 131 so that is a zero increase no offset anything further 
Ross you'd like to present on item 5a 
 
>>Ross Farrell: Oh, I think we I think we covered 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: very well are we ready for a motion is everyone comfortable or is there any discussion 
at this time entertain a motion please to adopt the t-136 BRT expansion study motion Chris Wallin all 
right good partner and second goodbye 
 
>>Bill Anslow: Bill Anslow 
 
>>Steve Iachetta:  Thank you bill excellent uh all in favor please say aye raise your hand AYE 
  
AYE 
 
>>Steve Iachetta:  And any abstaining or opposed going once going twice hearing none our consensus 
carries for item 5a and 5b is related on the t134 state pin 1824.71 the Washington western best rapid 
transit phase 4 outlined in the presentation similarly not policy board but our action is important for 
being over half a million increase but no change to total cost about a 3 percent rate Ross so no offset 
required or offered and uh so it's a balance anything to add to the presentation on 5b t134 ross  
 
>>Ross Farrell: Uh no if there's any questions Melissa Shanley has been leading the effort for CDTA on 
this obviously wrote the letter and is working with the FTA and the staff at CDTC so if there's any 
questions uh feel free to ask and Melissa can answer but yes it's just additional funding for Washington 
western BRT that we need to put on the tip 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Ridership is good on that for us with the all the colleges are back in session I believe 
 
>>Ross Farrell: It is they are those routes are the 10 11 uh well the 11 is not running right now because 
the summer but uh 10 11 and the 12 are doing are doing better um we hope that the colleges get back 
uh in the full swing in the fall and then we can assess what the ridership level is at that point 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Excellent any other questions or discussion emotion by thank you randy okay second 
goodbye have a second I don’t know was that Adam you're on the screen okay second by Adam Yagelski 
thank you Adam all in favor please say aye raise your hand I any abstaining or opposed going once going 
twice hearing none all b is hereby adopted by consensus thank you for your support everyone item six 



on our agenda is the CDTC and regional planning commission technical assistance program and Michael 
will give us the overview 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Sorry so I’m sharing my screen, here so these are the two projects that we uh are 
proposing uh for re  inclusion and for funding um I think we has someone from CDRPC who can talk 
about these uh Martin are you indeed great 
 
>>Martin Daley:  I am available thank you for uh letting me sub in and fill in for Mark who is away on the 
west coast i appreciate the opportunity I’ll be very brief uh we have two projects um the green bush one 
is mapping that will inform future planning and growth uh the Gideon study is a growth analysis and 
mapping that are prelude to a comp plan update that the town is anticipating so I see that mike is sure 
to screen a little bit more detail on these two projects we certainly appreciate the partnership with 
CDTC in moving these projects forward we feel we offer a very good value to the communities we've 
been working with throughout the region and we look forward to rolling up our sleeves and taking on 
these two new projects 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Any questions on this is a voting item Michael um 
 
>>Mike Franchini: It is a voting item 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Discussion and we will clear um okay are you ready to move it everyone comfortable 
with this, so first motion by 
 
>>Bob Rice: I will make the motion 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you Bob all right so we have a motion and a second 
 
>>Chris Wallin: I will second Steve 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Ok thank you Chris and we're ready to vote on these uh top items is outlined all in 
favor please say aye raise your hand i any abstaining or opposed once twice hearing none our tap item is 
hereby approved by consensus thank you item seven on our agendas unified plain work program 
amendments as presented in our advanced agenda UPWP and Michael will give an overview in addition, 
this is a voting item go-ahead mike 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Yes I am sharing a screen so at the end of each year we offer amendments if 
amendments are needed for items in our budget which have gone up slightly over their budgeted 
amount and um it's part of the closeout for the fiscal year 2021. We don't always do this we do this 
probably in the last five years I think we've done it twice but uh last year was kind of an unusual year so 
we're looking to these are just really moving amounts of money from one from one UPWP task to 
another where we have underspent one item overspent another so you see on the screen we're looking 
to increase the program support administration category by 15,000 in the let which is our new visions 
effort uh by 2,000 mostly these changes really resulted from the need to increase public participation in 
the process as you know last year there was a renewed effort or new effort by our staff to remotely and 
virtually receive public input and public participation in all of our processes but certainly within the new 
visions update and also within the certification process that we went through 
 



So I’ll go to the second page here the first page is an FTA grant is our FTA funding and the second page is 
our fhwa funding so you'll see that we also are looking to move some money from program support to 
general development and from our planning emphasis areas to our tip so these are changes again end of 
year changes we do need approval before we do 
them so are there any questions from the members about these budget changes 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: I think Michael looks fairly routine consistent with all prior years from my view any 
other comments or questions around the table hearing none are we comfortable adopting by a vote 
anyone uh for their comments or questions all right this is the UPWP item seven on our agenda your end 
budget revision so this wraps up your 2020 through 2021 um is it on calendar year what's the fiscal year 
mike 
 
>>Mike Franchini: The federal year  
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Oh federal year every year 
 
>>Mike Franchini: I am sorry correction it is a state year I should understand yeah  
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Refresh me on the months once again 
 
>>Mike Franchini:  April 1st to March 30th 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thanks for clarification April 1st to march 30th very good, any other questions around 
the table we can vote on this budget revision for UPWP uh moving his chair second please 
 
>>Randy Milano: Steve it's randy I will second 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: thank you randy all right all in favor please say aye or raise your hand on the screen all 
in favor please say aye all 
all right any abstaining or opposed remember you going once going twice we carry our consensus 
forward thank you for your support everyone now we move into discussion items item eight is the tip 
application evaluation update presentation Michael and staff will guide us on the tip update go ahead 
mike  
 
>>Mike Franchini: okay i am once again trying uh sharing screen here hold on so we've talked about this 
several of our planning committee meetings keeping you informed of our efforts here but basically there 
are three different projects going on to improve our tip process and we're looking to you see on the 
screen to improve our project application to automate that so that uh members can go to the you know 
go on and get on the internet and fill out the information and send that to us we are going to have a 
presentation today short presentation there on the project application from Jordan of our stay on our 
staff before we do that just want to mention that we're also part of this process we revised our merits 
course sheet none of the actual scores changed these were mostly 
changes in some of the wording to clarify the criteria so that it was better understood by both the 
members and the staff 
we talked about this earlier several months ago we received a few comments that we made some 
technical corrections on and the copy of that score sheet is in the package and then we're as part of this 
process we're also looking to streamline our data management we receive a lot of data when we receive 
about 120 new project applications there's a lot of information so we're trying to streamline that so that 



the data is easily handled uh automatically through uh software processes and that's going and going on 
also we have some fact sheets and some summary dating summary data tables that are part of that 
process that are in your package you can look at your leisure and I’ll show a few of them here before we 
go on any further I’d like to 
go to Jordan are you ready to review the project application 
 
>>Jordan Solano- Reed: Yes, I can walk us through that  
 
>>Mike Franchini: okay I am going to give you uh make you co-host here hold on a second okay you 
should be ready to go 
 
>>Jordan Solano –Reed: okay can you see uh the application here 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Yes, we can 
 
>>Jordan Solano-Reed: Hello, oh sorry my screen froze for a moment can you hear me okay 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Yes, we can and we can see the new the application excellent  
 
>>Jordan Solano-Reed: um so this is a preview of the application as it currently stands um we uh as mike 
mentioned we're moving to uh an electronic form so that way up the process of applying for tip projects 
can be expedited the current form has six sections to it and will only show the material that people need 
for their specific projects so we're hoping that it results in less paperwork for everyone overall a little bit 
of an easier process of proceeding through the application so I’ll proceed forward here let's see if it'll uh 
let me get through the crosswalks really quickly here uh so it also allows us to put an emphasis on 
connections to our other planning efforts so um asking members to uh bear in mind that this is a part of 
our new visions process it also allows us to streamline some of the material that relates to eligibility so it 
allows for incorporating links directly into the process so that way previously the paper form  if you 
wanted to check something against state guidelines or against CDTC guidelines you would have to 
actually go and find those links find that material this allows for a much easier process of connecting to 
those documents directly a very cool bit of this is it will allow for auto filling so if you're applying with 
multiple projects you'll be able to have it auto fill material as long as you have cookies enabled 
 
 
So this would facilitate for especially for our sponsors who submit a dozen or more projects this would 
uh make that process go a lot easier you're not having to fill out a new piece a new document on your 
address and your phone number contact information 
each time you fill out the paper form from there we're sorting out our project categories they'll largely 
be the same as last time so this example specifically we're going to look at road projects uh roadways 
I’ve chosen a hypothetical roadway here uh that does not exist in the region uh a main street and we're 
able to incorporate things here now that make this a little bit easier as well reference markers 
coordinates as needed we're able to facilitate bundling projects more easily i also want to note here as 
we're coming through this that this is also an accessibility enabled form so it should be fully ADA 
compliant it should work with a screen reader 
so if that's needed at any point we have overwhelmingly customized it for desktop view but it should 
also be usable for example on an ipad or worst case scenario on a phone if you're filling it out at 11:59 
on the day of the deadline all of all of those should be supported by this electronic form 
 



Similarly instead of typing into a pdf or handwriting out the various form parts of the form that we 
previously would have asked for all of that is now form-based fill-in based uh we're also exploring how 
to best incorporate existing road data so we uh this way we can really uh incorporate the best data 
available either from you all uh as sponsors or from within uh within our staff at CDTC so again we're 
providing as many links as we possibly can to make sure that it's as easy and streamlined as possible to 
gather the data needed to fill out the form as accurately as possible this is a great example of uh where 
anytime uh we don't need any additional information uh we can hide material out of that way you can 
fill out as little as possible it helps streamline it helps make things 
more visually appealing a little bit easier to work through this will also allow us to explore uh what we're 
looking for in both the merit evaluation as well as the other parts of the evaluation process so we'll be 
able to get more information than we would have in the past on road cross sections on safety 
characteristics uh various parts of new visions principles we really want 
to make sure that all of that is being picked up as much as possible and so this makes sure that it is clear 
to everyone filling out the form and filling out the application uh what we are looking for 
 
This also allows a little bit easier accessibility to attaching documents supporting documents as well as 
design files that may already 
exist planning studies moving through this again we it even allows us to connect into other ongoing 
planning efforts including 
linkage studies GIs fees studies ADA transition plans it also allows us to connect with the merit score 
sheet asking about various parts of new york state smart growth as well as economic development uh 
other institutional locations that may benefit from uh from 
a project it also uh you can see here we have large lists of various types of infrastructure that may be 
implemented while this might feel like a lot this one in particular is also meant to provoke thought of 
what can go into a corridor things that might not otherwise be considered and uh stuff that might not 
necessarily be known quite yet so for example here I’ve selected traffic signal back plates with retro 
reflective borders that that's something that can help then prompt a sponsor to remember that oh yes 
that's something that we can include while we're filling out a project or applying for a project planning 
on a project we have done the cost estimate section so this allows skipping through the pages that 
would otherwise exist for example in the paper form you would have to then flip past 
bridge projects as well as other types of projects 
 
um we have uh we're trying to streamline this as much as possible to facilitate automatic addition and 
multiplication and it also hopefully is a little clearer in providing worksheet materials so that way it's 
clear what cost estimates should be and then we have some of our traditional materials here that are 
also in the worksheet again hopefully making this a little clearer than it's been in the past prioritizing 
where what how important a project is to a sponsor as well as when a sponsor wants to plan fund and 
design uh as well as build an actual project and then finally we have uh our fields for attaching additional 
documents further uh similarly this will make this easier than with the paper form where previously you 
had to actually contact CDTC provide a flash drive this allows for putting everything into one spot from 
there you hit submit and it's asking if I’m a robot again oh no and that's our JotForm demonstration uh 
we also have capabilities in here of um it allows sponsors to save midway so if you're working on a 
project you realize you're missing information you can actually save it will allow you to pick up where 
you left off various email confirmations  
 
Uh we're working currently on making sure that all of this is downloadable in pdf form as well so that 
way you can keep track of everything for your records we'll also receive confirmations on all of your 
submissions uh and be able to hopefully save them in pdf form as well so ideally this whole process will 



be uh hyper streamlined to a new level and hopefully be a lot less work for our sponsors as well so yeah 
thank you very much 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: outstanding a great leap forward for information technology thank you Jordan good 
overview uh we've come a long way and uh looks like a pretty uh streamlined and smooth uh 
improvement that we can look forward to filling any other questions for Jordan 
 
>>Andrew Kreshik: Uh yeah uh with the tip update pending and approaching quickly so it's going to be 
online for that in September 
 
>>Jordan Solano-Reed: Yes, this uh this is um yes this will be ready in time for our next uh application  
 
>>Andrew Kreshik: And how soon will it be ready for us to start using 
 
>>Jordan Solano- Reed: Uh sorry this will be ready for when the applications open so um I don't I can't 
speak to exactly when I don't think we have uh mike can speak more to this i don't think we have the 
exact dates of the tip uh yet but it will be ready as soon as we have those dates 
 
>>Andrew Kreshik: Okay so there will be enough time to prep using the form prior to submission 
 
>>Jordan Solano- Reed: Yes absolutely yes I believe uh last time sponsors had a month at least to uh 
submit uh project proposals and I believe that would be the same mike i I’ll let you speak to that 
 
>>Mike Franchini: sure i mean we're going to follow pretty much the same schedule that we did three 
years ago so we'll be looking at uh opening up applications you know in the beginning end of September 
beginning of October if we follow the same schedule uh what we'll do is uh when we get closer we'll get 
a little closer maybe not maybe by the next meeting propose a schedule to the committee for you for 
your approval but it's going to be very similar to three years ago where you'll have about a month and a 
half 
maybe we can include that increase that just a little bit more because we are working with a new form 
but this is a pretty standard JotForm format so uh very easy to use i don't i don't think our members are 
going to have trouble you know learning how to use this form it's pretty self-explanatory so but we'll 
you know we'll run by uh you know we'll run a schedule by the committee uh maybe by next month 
 
>>Andrew Kreshik: it is not so much the usability it is just the availability since some potential federal 
money for some of us right for substantial projects so if we can streamline that submission process as 
well as for regular projects it would be beneficial to all i think 
 
>>Mike Franchini: you know abs absolutely Andrew we agree i think the form right now and Jordan you 
could correct me if I’m wrong but i think we're 98 on the for you know complete on the form there may 
be just a few minor adjustments and waiting for any kind of comments that we receive from you the 
members or any of our other partners but we're about 98 there so it will definitely be available Andrew 
you know when we open up the process 
 
>>Andrew Kreshik: great thank you 
 
>>Mike Franchini: thank you  
 



>>Adam Yagelski: one other one question um it looks like mike do you 
 
>>Mike Valentine: go ahead 
 
>>Adam Yagelski: I quickly um for the committee reviewing the forums and also the other folks involved 
is it um the completed applications is it going to be pdf or is there going to be a more a different option 
that that's web-based or something like that 
 
>>Jordan Solano-Reed: we will determine that as we come through to the next meeting it is likely that it 
will be a pdf for review 
uh that would go out with the next um uh with a with the next planning committee meeting materials 
um but uh there is enough chance it would be just the electronic form but we'll have an actual that will 
come out with the next meeting materials 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Adam what I’ve shared on the screen is our is our proposed new uh project fact 
sheets and this is what we usually give the members they don't normally get the applications 
themselves because a lot of information on there obviously that the members don't need but they're 
available usually on the internet on our website but this is what we usually give this is 
a revision this is an update where the information will be summarized we added a map and we have you 
know made it made it 
much clearer when it comes to the project description and benefits and the scores so this is what we're 
looking to do when it comes to taking all that data and the evaluations and summarizing it so that the 
members have a really good sense of the project 
itself and of course again more details if is necessary requested is always available but this is what we're 
looking at for our project 
fact sheets and this is what again these are several project fact sheets that we'll you know examples of 
but this is a part 
of the process of the improvements that we're proposing and working on right now 
 
>>Mike Valentine: all right mike can i get a question into you  
 
>>Mike Franchini: absolutely 
 
>>Mike Valentine: thank you um my other questions have been answered true uh prior question i tell 
you this zoom stuff raising your hand doesn't work I just want to let you know okay um  
 
>>Steve Iachetta: we do our best Michael 
 
>>Mike Valentine:  question i have is in in relates to this is going through the agenda there's always a 
parenthetical thing that says see enclosed so i was looking for this application it's not in the it's not in 
the meeting materials that come to us through email 
in addition, it is not in the mailed material and i was looking for that and now I am finding out that that 
application is really not ready to give 
to members to look at how do i know how do i get stuff that says in here after all the meeting items 
seeing closed 
 
>>Jordan Solano-Reed: sorry mike i can speak to that that might have just been a clerical error um that it 
was supposed to be presentation not a scene closed 



 
>>Mike Valentine: um good that was that was a good answer Jordan 
 
>>Mike Franchini: but there are there are things that are also enclosed so it was a little bit of both it was 
the presentation and like these examples, here where we had the examples uh we did enclose them and 
there's also an enclosure that summarizes 
the process itself there's also the enclosure in the packet for the preservation versus beyond 
preservation description uh what we'll do Michael is we'll we will create a pdf of the JotForm example 
and we will um email that to all the members to make sure you have that available  
 
>>Mike Valentine: I appreciate it because I will deal i deal with others out of my office to forward 
material too so not having it and we're discussing it I’m going to get questions later you know  
 
>>Mike Franchini: absolutely  
 
>>Mike Valentine: i appreciate that thank you 
 
>>Mike Franchini: you will have that 
 
>>Mike Valentine: thank you  
 
>>Jordan Solano-Reed: and i do want to clarify that um this is not for this is uh still just in discussion 
forum that it will be for the upcoming meetings that we should understand we'll make sure you all have 
it so that we can actually review it for approval uh prior to it going live um so this is purely an 
introductory uh presentation on this material  
 
>>Mike Valentine: well seeing this our meeting is next meeting is august and then i believe we i don't 
know if we're in for September or not I don't recall so we looking to approve this application at the 
august meeting 
 
>>Mike Franchini: yes  
 
>>Mike Valentine: okay  
 
>>Mike Franchini: i just put the summary that this is this is in your packet and the remaining schedule uh 
at the august fourth planning committee meeting we hope to finalize and approve all the tip materials 
so that's why we will get you a pdf for the application because we would like any comments you have uh 
before that meeting and then off you know then propose to approve all those materials at the august 
meeting and then from there to the policy board which just happens to be on my birthday September 
2nd for final approval by the policy board 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: thank you all um would you consider a frequently asked question sheet and maybe a 
summary user guide kind of format Michael for the new form it does appear very user-friendly I agree 
but you know fat and brief user guide is probably a good 
Uh cover for that as well 
 
>>Mike Franchini:  yes Steve we will take a look at that that is a good idea thank you 
 



>>Steve Iachetta:  okay very good anything uh final on this new streamlined form looks like progress 
noted and next item up is item 9 on our agenda new york state open meetings law update Michael 
you're going to guide us on an update on sunshine law open meetings law  
 
>>Mike Franchini: yes i have a in your packet there's a brief summary I’m trying to I’m trying to get to 
that so i can share it so what happened last week well actually on the 24th the governor rescinded an 
executive order that he put into effect during the pandemic during the early stages of the pandemic and 
that allowed virtual public meetings along with a few other exceptions to be 
made during the pandemic so on the 24th he rescinded that that order which leaves us basically with 
the new york state open meetings law being in effect now um talked to a few of the other MPO 
directors who are all going through this right now 
 
So what is the format going to be for the our public meetings which our public meetings for all intents 
purposes are the planning committee and the policy board meetings uh and we make public notice and 
we invite the public and we have you know an opportunity for comment and things like that so how are 
we going to run our planning committee and policy board meetings now we've talked about it briefly 
before about possibly having hybrid meetings because a lot of people are very comfortable now with 
remote virtual meetings and not having to travel say all the way to wolf road every meeting so we talked 
about hybrid meetings but the issue for us and for everybody now in it with remote meetings is the 
open meetings law has two requirements and if you look at  
 
Oh the third paragraph um on this handout the return of the existing open meetings law there's uh 
requirement a and b and b that you've has you basically have to be able to view and hear each public 
member during the meeting and then b um 
if there's a remote meeting you the public has to be able to uh go to that location where a member may 
be remotely attending the meeting and participate in the meeting at that location this is the existing law 
 
 So those are issues for us just want to bring them forward you know just get your ideas or thoughts on 
it but uh so the first issue is relatively easy I think there's a lot of equipment that you know we can 
purchase to make up our conference room uh more uh more accessible for people who are attending 
remotely uh and most of that includes video cameras that that actually provide video in 360 degrees the 
second requirement is a little more difficult because what it would mean is if you as a member say in 
this connected county wanted to attend remotely you would have to make your location open to the 
public and that could be very difficult for members so we have quickly a couple options uh right now 
some of the MPO directors are still looking at this an researching it one example specifically is nimtick 
the MPO down new york city they're actually trying to get a legal opinion on specifically on that 
requirement b that is having to make the meetings um make the meeting locations open to the public 
meeting 
all meeting locations of the public.  
 
So looking to try to find out legally whether that's going to still be required or not there is also legislation 
in the in the state legislature looking to change the open meetings law but i don't think that's going to 
go very quickly this usually doesn't so wait and see uh to see what happens by the legislature legal 
opinions purchase new audio equipment which we could also do as CDRPC has.  
 
The third option there are uh from what I’ve heard talking to other directors there are school board 
meetings now that are already going school districts that are already going to in-person meetings only 
because of the open meetings long and the requirement to keep all the locations open so going back to 



in-person meetings is an option um something that we should consider we haven't decided yet and then 
fourth number four there the option is the hybrid having both uh in person and remote so that's a quick 
summary if you have any thoughts or ideas or comments on this uh you can i mean obviously tell us now 
or email us later email me later but we'd like to hear what your thoughts are before we take any action 
on this and of course before we do anything we'll bring it back to you anyway that's the open meetings 
law and you may be you may as a municipality be undergoing the same you know having to deal with 
the same requirements. 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: A question Michael on option four the hybrid meetings um combination of the audio 
and in person um you say probably not desirable could you outline reasons for not desirable ability 
there 
 
>>Mike Franchini:  well it's just that you know if we do that in the open meetings law is not changed the 
requirement to have uh remote locations open to the public so Steve theoretically if you attended 
remotely you would have to open up your office to the public and the public would have to come to you 
would have to be able to come to your office and actually attend the meetings 
in your office that is a little difficult, i do not think too many of us want the public coming into our office 
on a regular basis every month 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you  
 
>>Liz Kormos: Is there a movement to change the law you know to say if you offer you know video 
access you don't have to comply with that i think it sounds like that the open meetings law was created 
before all this video access online access was available that's why they you know did that so hopefully 
there's somebody pushing to change the law to not have me allow the public into my home office while 
I’m on a zoom meeting all  
 
>>Mike Franchini: Right Elizabeth you're exactly right that's the reason why the open meetings law 
doesn't really take into account the new virtual platforms uh short answer is yes there are there are bills 
in the assembly in committee uh to try to change the law but i but I think you know the problem with 
the state legislature or the issue with the state legislature I shouldn't say problem is that they don't act 
very quickly and they're not always in session so we may not see a change in the law you know for 
several months 
 
>>Chris Wallin: Michael my question I have is that it only pertains to the committee members I mean at 
the meeting in my tenure here at the meetings are maybe 50 percent planning committee 50 other you 
know people that are not required to be in the meeting that may just want you know we have 
consultants we have staff we have other people that are in the room um would those people also be 
subject to this is it anyone that would attend the meeting and view it regardless of your stature on the 
committee that would need to open their offices up or could we have it where because right now we're 
on this anybody can watch it publicly we're live on YouTube and we're recording and I don't think either 
of those things happened prior to coping I don't 
 
>>Mike Franchini: that's correct Chris we were not and you know we are we are video live on YouTube 
and we are recording it we have a transcript we have you know we make sure people obviously have the 
opportunity to see and hear what we're doing but the answer to your question is according to the open 
meetings law it's only members that attend so if you're a member and you're 



Attending you would have to open up your location to the public so in our case the other 30 40 percent 
of the people who are attending would not have to do that but 
 
>>Chris Wallin: I can just see some benefit for I know that there's a couple of people that come in that 
are public uh transportation advocates that may have some handicaps that can't get to the meetings as 
well or that there's a lot of consultants who you know travel to get there and if we're recording and they 
can do it from there from their offices and it would it free the office up I mean I’m not opposed to in-
person meetings but I think there is some benefits to allowing people to hear what we're doing and see 
what we're doing even if it's recorded 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Right  
 
>>Chris Wallin: If you are saying if it is if it is something that we go down the road because we need new 
video and audio equipment 
 
>>John Scalvo: So uh john Scalvo one of the things I’m looking at is on July 15th the committee for open 
government is having a session it's a one hour virtual session or 90 minutes on this very issue and i think 
it's evolving fast i know both income and 
association of towns are looking at the same things we're discussing here today uh the governor 
mentioned it yesterday in a press conference he had about you know once zoom opened up you're not 
going to get it back into a box going forward so i think there's a recognition that we're going to see an 
evolution and it's probably going to happen quickly but i would say from my standpoint i hate to see 
purchasing of equipment if the state's going to come out with standards that we may buy stuff that may 
not meet those 
standards um i do think a legal opinion might be the right course of action because there's been some 
interpretations where in terms of opening a place up to the public it's not meant that if I’m driving in my 
car and I’m participating by zoom remotely that i you know my passenger's seat should be filled with 
somebody from the public  
 
but i think the legislative intent is if we're meeting at CDTC’s offices we don't have a closed door session 
where the public couldn't be in an accessible public place to hear and see our body language in 
conversations in person and shut them out behind closed door sessions that are available through a 
YouTube live channel i think that's where the intent and i think that's where the laws may evolve to that 
we won't have to open our house front doors uh but again I’m speculating i know that's where some of 
the conversations are but I do think it is evolving fast 
 
>>Mike Franchini: All right John can you send me that link to the uh open uh yes meetings on July 15th 
that would be great 
 
>>John Scalvo: I will put it right in the chat too 
 
>>Mike Franchini: That'd be great um so yeah i we agree and unofficially i think we would rather wait 
and see you know option one at this point until some of these things develop if the legislature does go 
through if the governor does address this quickly um you know or if a legal opinion changes things so we 
don't want to we don't want to you know make the decision right away at this point we'd rather not 
 



>>Steve Iachetta: Thank Michael thank you everyone good input uh state agencies and authorities Are 
moving forward to uh full in person is what I’m seeing in vmts a lot of vehicle miles travel we're going up 
these state-wide meetings um see this evolve quickly i think but Andrew you had a point  
 
>>Andrew Kreshik: So the suspension of the law has occurred are we in an approved interim period 
where we do not immediately have to go back to providing the parameters that we were previously 
under or is it are we violating the law essentially and justice it is acknowledged that we are until 
decisions are made by the legislature 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Yeah I think technically on June 24th or June 25th uh hundreds of agencies maybe 
thousands of agencies were violating the law and they still are waiting to see what is happening  
 
>>Andrew Kreshik: So there is an acknowledgement that this is was ridiculous to go back before 
anything was prepared to go into  
 
>>Mike Franchini: Most of the advocacy groups would say that yes 
 
>>Andrew Kreshik: Thank you  
 
>>John Scalvo: Andrew I almost wish that the uh governor wrote like this purgatory period saying in 30 
days it'll be rescinded but he didn't so one of the challenges and we had opinion here on a planning 
board meeting because we advertised public hearings 14 days in advance because of a secret 
requirement on type one after it was rescinded worse you know my legal opinion from our attorney was 
still meet by zoom because that's how you advertise but then the first opportunity to meet back in 
person as long as you show you're taking the appropriate steps hopefully you're good but you know it's 
right it's a tough issue 
 
>>Andrew Kreshik: Right I was just wondering with the legislature's action to kind of uh make the 
governor's decisions during the pandemic move aggressively that what would the fallout be when we 
reach this point how much more will come back online that was temporarily suspended or modified 
during the pandemic and i think you know we're this is just the tip of the iceberg as far as 
uh relative matters go um to getting back to whatever normal is 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Very good thank you Andrew um i think we should move forward to item 10 on our 
agenda we still have uh four more items um project delivery update uh is ready at this time mike are you 
ready 
 
>>Jacob Beeman: I am still on mike so i can okay quickly here 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Please do  
 
>>Jacob Beeman: Um thank you so we don't have a uh thanks Steve we don't have a uh sponsor 
presentation for today but i do still have just a few updates and our uh sponsors for next months that 
I’m that I’m going to be reaching out to so uh just a couple updates on consultants uh kind of project 
milestones that we've gotten over the past few months city Schenectady project Rosa road Nott street 
Wendell Ave intersection improvements PSNE was submitted back in may town of Clifton park road 
multi-use path we had uh NEPA was NEPA concurrence uh received back in may as well and another uh 
town Guilderland west old state road sidewalks project uh design approval granted in April so those are 



kind of our project milestone updates um next month I’m going to be reaching out to the city of 
rensselaer uh town of east Greenbush town of Rotterdam and the city of troy to be asking about uh your 
local tip project updates so keep an eye out for an email from me later this week and as always 
encourage everyone to take a look at our local project tracking spreadsheet that's part of the meeting 
materials take a look and uh let me know if you have any updates that we don't have captured there 
always appreciate those so that's all I have for uh local project delivery for today so  
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you Jacob that's important thank you i appreciate it look forward to the updates 
um item any questions for Jacob on that number forward to item 11 is the dot project delivery schedule 
bob  
 
>>Bob Rice: Yeah thanks Steve uh dot's lighting program for 2122 remains the same that we've handed 
out that was handed out i think two meetings ago uh we've got the interstate the overhead sign 
replacement project will be let in a couple weeks with a number of sites on i-90 and 787 as well as in 
august the letting for the 890 major bridge rehab in Schenectady but we still remain on course for this 
year lesser questions thanks Steve 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you Bob thank you any questions on dot front well it's going twice okay um 
then we have item 12 is the status of the CDTC planning activities which are staff reports alpha through 
g golf first up Michael on the Ballston Spa pedestrian bicycle master plan 
 
>>Mike Franchini: Jacob are you still available oh that Jacob had a meeting so he had he had to leave um 
i would basically refer to in your project or in your handout the table for the um for this particular 
linkage study 
 
>>Jordan Solano-Reed: So I can speak to it a little bit 
 
>>Mike Franchini:  Oh, you are there secondary on it this is true okay Jordan goes ahead  
 
>>Jordan Solano-Reed: Uh we are wrapping up uh public engagement we just had a successful outdoor 
in-person public engagement initiative as well as a demonstration project within the village in which we 
implemented some temporary bike lanes and re-uh reorganized the layout of the of a block there in 
Ballston Spa yeah so with that wrapping up we should be moving forward into the next stages of the 
linkage project and that's it for me.  
 
>>Mike Franchini: See a thumbs up from Elizabeth thank you 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thanks Jordan any questions on that uh Ballston Spa pedestrian bicycle master plan 
next up is the Menands land use regulations update uh is Rima with us 
 
>>Rima Shamieh: Hi thank you um so we've um the steering committee has met twice already um and 
completed a sort of self-paced um field visit of the particular sites around the village to assess um you 
know just sort of make observations about um 
the land use state of the land use in the village right now we're currently developing a list to put 
together focus groups and conduct stakeholder interviews and fleshing out the public engagement 
portion of the plan the website is up and on the village on the village website and part of the project is 
for public engagement and outreach we are trying something new there's this a pretty significant 



portion of the population in the in the village who uh speak English as a second language so we have 
engaged um some translation 
as translation service um and have I think it's six um languages that we have the website content 
translated to six languages in addition to English and have that posted up on the website so we're just 
sort of testing out this um this method to see if we get some additional engagement and involvement 
from the population that may not speak english as well 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Okay questions for Rima on the Menands land use regulations update very interesting 
Rima um hearing none uh the next item 12c is the Scotia downtown connections planned Andrew are 
you ready to give us an overview 
 
>>Andrew Tracy: yes thank you Steve good morning everybody this linkage study is progressing well the 
existing conditions report is complete and that was shared with the study advisory committee we had 
the third meeting of our study advisory committee 
last week on June 30th the consultants prepared and presented all of the public outreach materials and 
they were reviewed and discussed by the committee and a schedule for public outreach was established 
as well the project website is expected to go live 
this week uh project website will have all the information um and then documentation on the project 
and it will have a form for leaving 
uh public comments as well the first public workshop is going to be held in the last week of July um 
we're working with the uh consultant team and with the village of scotia to try to identify local events in 
village of scotia where   the consultant can 
bring their pop-up table as well and mingle with the locals so that is my update for scotia downtown 
connections 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: what is the website to check that out Andrew? 
 
>>Andrew Tracy:  it is not live yet but when it is we are going to send it out via our social media um and 
then all of the future public outreach materials, we will have a link to the website as well 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: thank you any other questions on the scotia downtown connections hearing none next 
item up is 12d delta east Greenbush route 4 corridor study the inter municipal update and Chris can 
guide us on this hi good 
 
>>Chris Bauer: Morning everybody hope you can hear me okay um so this linkage project is uh the first 
of its kind and that it's an update of a previous linkage study from 2006. um the project is sponsored by 
the town of east Greenbush but it includes the town of north Greenbush ii that's the inter-municipal 
nature of it the study area includes u.s route 4 from new york 43 which is west sand lake road to Mannix 
road this part of the region if you're not familiar with it it's experiencing a lot of change a lot of growth 
and has made traffic congestion one of the top concerns for the town and for the public so it will be in 
some ways a more traditional corridor study than we do in the last couple years 
 
 As far as status the draft request expressions of interest and scope of work have been developed and 
they're currently being reviewed by the town and once they're done with their review we'll be sending 
that over to dot and rensselaer county for their input 
in addition, hopefully release it later this summer happy to answer any questions you have. 
 



>>Steve Iachetta: Excellent thanks Chris any questions on the route 4 corridor study intermunicipal a lot 
of change up there thank you Chris next item 12 echo is rensselaer waterfront connectivity study. 
 
>>Jordan Solano-Reed: Jordan are you ready hello yes uh so the rensselaer waterfront connectivity 
study is uh meant to study intermodal connections between along Washington avenue and Forbes 
avenue between i-90 and the riverfront in uh in the city of rensselaer uh the rei similarly to uh previous 
ones has been developed the draft is done it's in review currently by the city uh and uh from there we're 
going to release it to other partners for review and similarly hope to have it available for release coming 
in the 
Coming hopefully before the end of summer here. 
 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Great thanks Jordan any questions on rensselaer waterfront connectivity study okay 
moving right along 12f foxtrot is Detroit federal street corridor study Michael.  
 
>>Mike Franchini: Okay so uh the project manager is Carrie ward and she is on vacation this week so this 
study evaluates or is evaluating the um bike pad you know vehicle options for redesigning federal street 
between river street and sixth avenue including looking at a roundabout at the river right now the mou 
has been signed memory memorandum of understanding between the city and CDTC and staff is 
working on staff with the city is working on the draft request for expressions of interest which should be 
out soon and that's the status of that Linkage study. 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you Mike any questions on the troy federal street corridor study and the last 
item already 12 g golf is the smart communities toolbox Jen Ceponis 
 
>>Jen Ceponis: Sure so um CDTC is in the process of contracting with WSP with River street planning to 
develop a smart communities toolbox and some of the objectives of the toolbox is to a you know define 
what smart communities means for the capital region how technology can be employed and integrated 
into transportation planning and systems here and creating a roadmap for how local governments 
specifically our local governments can use technology or what may be some strategies for us as a region 
moving forward to improve traffic operations efficiency mobility with some new technologies or 
evolving technologies that we have somewhat been employing but could maybe there's potential to do 
more of so that um project will kick off at the July 22nd regional operations and safety advisory 
committee meeting and there will be an email going out soon to invite others who may be interested in 
participating. 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: okay thanks Jen any questions on smart communities toolbox planning that's a wrap 
on our staff reports thank you everyone it's good to get these updates uh next item 13 on our agenda is 
the status of overall planning activities throughout our region for each member agency and first up is 
the regional planning commission let's see mark's away and it was regional planning um who's here for 
regional planning refresh me. 
 
>>Todd:  martin's on i was i was going to give an update 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: thank you martin yeah please sorry 
 
>>Martin Daley:  sure uh so I will give a quick update on the project I am working on which is um the city 
of Troy’s growth analysis study uh we are working with the city of troy and uh mainly with the city of 



troy we've had a difficulty getting some data from the two satellite communities but we're looking at 
analysis of traffic conditions that are impacting congestion uh in the city of troy and proposed activities 
that are located just outside the border that may impact traffic on several corridors entering into the 
city we're also looking at some methods to chart and work with communities for contributing sewer 
flow uh troy is under a uh the limits of a combined sewer overflow permit that limits their ability to um 
contribute that that prohibits their um contributions to combined solar overflows or dry weather 
overflows within their city. 
 
uh several of uh Troy’s system is employed to convey sewage to the county-owned interceptors and so 
we're working with the city of troy to basically identify opportunities uh strengthen communication and 
work with um other municipalities in order to alleviate some of those um some of those issues uh that 
create some consternation with growth beyond uh Troy’s borders so that's the one project i am working 
on that uh that i know the most about uh Todd do you do you want to provide a couple of updates as far 
as the other projects that are that are working through the process. 
 
>>Todd:  I believe we've wrapped up the balsam spa technical assistance project and that involved data 
and mapping analysis that is feeding into their comprehensive plan effort and as you already noted we 
have a couple pending new projects to undertake and then other than that the only other we still don't 
have census data for the we're waiting for that to finally be uh released and that's been delayed uh we 
do expect it I believe this year but it's going to be late in the year um and then just lastly I just wanted to 
note that the clean energy communities program um that CDRPC manages and that I’m specifically 
managed one item of note on that because a lot of the communities if not almost all that are involved in 
this meeting are already participating and have become designated in that program and we're in a 
second phase of that program now  
 
And there are some new action items that communities can take and one of them is campaigns and I 
just wanted to note 
that Albany county is now has just submitted and we're working with them on this to uh to be able to 
um run a campaign that's 
really three-pronged promote community solar signups to promote uh air source heat pump 
installations for heating and cooling at 
home but thirdly and most i guess pertinent to this committee is promoting electric vehicles and we are 
going to be we are coordinating 
that with CDTC uh with Jacob and so we are going to be promoting uh basically the purchase of electric 
vehicles and working with uh 
the actual companies that are selling the cars and um we're trying to get a number of other 
communities within Albany county to join into that campaign so Albany county is kind of the umbrella 
coordinator of this and there's an open invite to other communities in the county if they want to 
participate in that and they can be awarded grants if they meet the milestones of signups on those 
different um campaigns and I’ll also note that Clifton park is undertaking a similar campaign right now as 
well 
 
>>Martin Daley: and I will just add one shameless plug we have folks who recall our corning awards for 
intramural cooperation 
that awards program kicked off uh this week we are looking for applications that celebrate the best 
practices or best projects for 
communities working across the borders but also new for this year we have categories that include 
equity and environmental justice 



and then implementation of or adaptability to uh some restrictions uh that were put in place for Covid 
19 so innovative ways 
that programs were delivered or communities adapted to implement um the good work that they're 
doing uh in spite of some of their the difficulties in responding to Covid 19 is a category that we've 
added for this year uh we'll be accepting applications online 
throughout the month the deadline doesn't close into august so I’d encourage people to check out our 
website and look up the corning awards I’ll certainly send out a note so they can be included in the 
meeting minutes but we're eager to celebrate the good work that people are doing throughout the 
region and uh put a spotlight on people that are that are working really hard in each of their 
communities 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Hey thank you martin and Todd covered all my questions any other questions around 
the table or regional planning commission here none we move forward to the CDTA is Ross Farrell still 
on with us let's see Ross.  
 
>>Ross Farrell: Uh hey Steve I think I spoke enough but obviously a lot going on that you've got CDTA but 
no need for me to keep talking 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Any questions for us on the CDTA front excellent presentations Ross thank you for 
covering it well 
 
>>Mike Valentine: Hey, ross good morning through the whole meeting that was nice 
 
>>Ross Farrell: Michael I did not hear that one 
 
>>Mike Valentine: That is okay 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you, Michael valentine any other comments for um CDTA any questions or 
discussion it's a lot going on transit's important next up is d.o.t bob 
 
>>Bob Rice: Yeah thanks Steve but uh just a few things our bridge new york application review is 
currently underway uh in terms of the Troy Menands the 378 scoping pell study we do have the scope of 
services that has been uh reviewed and concurred with by federal highway it's now with our contract 
people to making a determination of whether to use an existing design services contract 
to make an assignment or to do it as a separate advertisement so i will see a decision on that hopefully 
within the next 10 days or so 
 
I want to mention last week the governor announced the next round of the tap c-max solicitation 110 
million statewide the capital district has always done very well with this program their applications are 
due on September the 29th but there is a pre-review period to get them uh where folks in my office will 
see them by uh august 17th so all that all the resources there's webinars on the grants gateway as well 
as uh there's going to be a couple particular schedule to uh to this round of tap c-mac for potential 
sponsors that may not be as familiar with the with the process uh lastly i want to we are certainly having 
some growing pains with the transition to the statewide financial system sfs along with the business 
services center whereas dot was one of the last agencies to be part of the statewide clearinghouses for 
payments and such because we do process so many whether it's in order from staples at the residency 
all the way to uh multi-million dollar reimbursement requests for a local federal aid project these all 



go through the ogs-clearing house now the business services center and you know we used to be paying 
bills between 10 and 14 days and things are not running as smoothly yet so i hope you bear with us  
 
There was some literature material that went whoever the contact was and for the comptroller's office 
had for the municipality that would have been where the literature was sent to regarding onboarding to 
the two sfs and that several people reach out to us we do have supplemental material it is on the 
department's website if you can't navigate that we can get copies of it there's the frequently asked 
questions and answered their baseline presentation but that is still something we are working through 
and a very focal point to get this streamlined but uh you know in terms of when application when 
payment requests come in sort of grouping them together is very helpful uh even things the supporting 
documentation the size of the files can sometimes be an issue but you know please uh don't hesitate 
reach out and we're all working through this together and with that there any other questions 
appreciate the time. 
 
>>Mike Valentine: Bob I have a question its mike valentine on the uh on the tap c-mac there's a there's a 
note in there that ADA 
transition plans must be in place and I’m not sure even if the last time through if that note was there or 
if any other project applications have that note is that something that's being adhered to strictly uh 
 
>>Bob Rice: You know it is funny since last week that is the probably the number one question that has 
come out is that statement that is in there. I don't have an answer and we've asked main office to for 
clarification regarding that because you know every 
every municipality as well as the state are at different you know at different stages of their plan and uh 
you know I don't have more on that like that is a clarification question though that folks have asked and 
hopefully we'll have some shortly all right  
 
>>Mike Valentine: Appreciate it thank you 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Very good thank you Bob any last questions for d.o.t next item on the agenda list is 
the thruway authority 
is Tim Waynewright here I didn't see anyone from through a authority is anyone here Michael uh any 
alternate for uh Tim wainwright or anyone else through authority will move forward  
 
>>Mike Franchini: Yeah I did not see anybody Steve 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you all right next up Albany county airport authority all right and I’ll address um 
passengers are still lagging 2019 just by about 25 or 30 percent but coming back the missing component 
appears to be the business traveler in international travel but recreational and personal travel has come 
on very robust form so our employments are solely coming back to pre-pandemic levels cargo continues 
to be strong about 10 above the 2019 levels and we are advancing our capital program uh nicely as well 
as the uh association with Hudson valley community college for the first uh aeronautical institute for uh 
aeronautical uh technical training the ati here is uh is about to take off for this fall semester is what my 
understanding is there's association with hpcc got a good kickoff event for that uh 
 
Back to the capital side we're completing uh four uh new uh energy efficient passenger boarding bridges 
um the secretary of transportation just announced about 6.4 million for airside payment rehabilitation 
that's taxiway alpha our primary runway taxiway system 6.4 million and there may be additional grant 



announcements shortly as we near the end of the federal cycle any questions on airport interest I’d be 
happy to answer uh thank you and next up is the port district Tony Vasil you're with us tony take it away 
 
>>Tony Vasil: Okay thank you Steve well at the port of Albany and wrestler when you compare the six 
months first six months this year versus last year we're up 20 percent on ships and barges and 25 
percent on tonnage and the reason for the main reason for 
the 25 increase in tonnage is the imported wood pulp coming in from Sweden that's utilized in bounty 
Charmin and pampers 
on another note offshore wind is creating a lot of positive wind in the region uh the three contractors 
equinox Marmon and Welcor we've been meeting with them continuously this year 21 is planning and 
then clearing the 83 acres in Bethlehem construction will begin next year in 22 and completed in 2024 
and lastly we just completed construction of a new 60 000 square foot warehouse 
so things are around doing well 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Okay thank you Tony any questions on the port growth and activities excellent report 
good news exciting news in front next item is local planning activities and this is open to any of our any 
of our planning committee members any new sport activities that are worthy of note to the region 
please speak up going once twice okay we can move forward and toward 
meeting closure our upcoming meeting our next meeting of planning is august 4th and we'll stay tuned 
on whether that is uh continuing the zoom or uh or alternate uh meeting format um July 13th bike pet 
advisory July 13th also is New Visions 2050 virtual 
learning series July 22nd is the regional operations and safety advisory committee john mentioned on 
that.  
 
Are there any other new business old business or meetings events note before our next meeting august 
4th speak up and with that uh closing remark would be a standing ovation for Michael Franchini if this is 
your last meeting mike eternal gratitude thanks for all of your excellent service lessons wisdom and 
humor thank you so much uh standing ovation to mike all right thank you Michael hope to keep in touch 
and hope to see you maybe on august 4th we'll see but uh this is your last scheduled meeting so we 
definitely owe you uh eternal gratitude as i said on behalf of all members of the planning committee uh 
huge thanks and um Godspeed and best wishes for your next chapter so thank you  
 
>>Mike Franchini: Thank you and thank all the members for the you know for your participation please 
keeps up that that strong 
participation and input and in making the CDTC and the MPO process as great as it is in our region I 
really think it's one of the best so thank you all for all your efforts 
 
>>Steve Iachetta: Thank you Michael motion return second home favor all right happy summer stay well 
stay safe and enjoy your summer weather see you august 4th thank you so much 
 
 


